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2nd Grade Social Studies
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Learning Target:

Students will think of a problem and figure out 
a new rule or law as a way to fix it
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Hello!
Background:
This is a review lesson from the beginning of 2nd grade.
✘ Rules and laws
✘ Community 
✘ Rights and responsibilities
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Let’s Get Started!

✘ Warm up Activities:
- Watch this video:  Being a Good Citizen
- Listen to this song: Community Song
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKCtzuvBZPc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W_pMHaXyx8U


Practice
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Practice #1

Listen to the story Super Manny Cleans Up. Answer 
the questions about the story.

1. What is the problem in this story?
2. How does the problem get solved?
3. How would you solve the problem if 

you were Super Manny?
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Is there 

already a rule 

or a law 

about 

littering?

🙋

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dO7xfq1wSZc


Practice #2
Let’s think about a problem that we might have at school.  
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Why is this a problem?  Is it a problem for everyone? Is 
there a rule about this? Should there be a rule?

The other kids call 
me names when we 

are playing at 
recess.



Practice #3
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Listen this story: What if Everybody Did That?  Think 
about all the things that the kid did.  What if everyone 
did those things?  What would it be like?

1. Were there any rules or laws that the kid was breaking 
when he did the things he wanted to do?

2. Should there be rules about those things?
Is there already a 

rule about yelling in 

your classroom or 
house?

Should there be?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nRcYC7M60-4&t=9s


Practice on Your Own:
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Click on the picture to take 
you to the activity.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zbvMP5oH6YCp8aUjAeLgrkQ4qctin_NcKqSGLmuQeTg/copy


Practice on Your Own:
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Click the picture to 
open the printable.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y1H3ADRn7ueJElyspMMnHfSmzOgQnMj2
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Self Check:
You have learned about communities and rules or laws in that 
community. Find someone in your house and share with them 3 
new things you learned this week.  

1. Was this lesson…?
Easy
Just right
Hard

2. Think about your classroom community. Write down one rule 
that you think would help make your classroom community 
better.


